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1. Name: Maxine Hunt , Hua Xia Chinese School, Clear Lake 

2. Date: 8/7/12 

3. Unit/lesson theme:   

4. Chinese language level:  

5. Class Size: 10 
6. Student age range: 10-11  
7. Time frames: 4 days / 50 minutes 
8. General pedagogical goals: Upon completion of this unit, students will be able to 
express their experiences about their trip to China including but not limited to what travel 
documents are must-haves for traveling to China, what cities they have visited and which 
cities they liked the most and why (Community, Communication, Culture, Comparison).  

 

My Trip To China - Day 1 (Sample day), 50 minutes 

Teaching 
Materials 

1. My passport, visa to China, used airline tickets for activities 1-3. 

2. Blank flash cards for activities 4-7. 

3. Form 1 for activities 4-6.  

4. Form 2 for activities 7-9.  

5. Rubrics for activity 9.  

 

 

Objectives Students will be able to: 

1. Describe what contents are in  and understand 

the function of them through activity 1-3. (Community, Connection) 

2. Explain their own on-board experiences and preferences about 
the airline they took through activities 7-9. (Community, 
Communication) 

Interpretive tasks: Students will demonstrate how well they understand 
the key/new language points through the Q&A during the activities and 
by answering the questionnaire Form 1 and 2. 

Interpersonal tasks: Students will describe their on board experiences 
and preferences about the airline they took to peers through several pair 
works during the activities and the Q&A between students and me. 
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Presentational tasks: Each student will give a brief based on the 
information in Form 2 regarding how he/she bought the plane ticket, 
which airline he/she took, if he/she liked the experience on board and if 
he/she will recommend his/her friends to take the same airline if they 
were traveling to China. 

Learning Focus & 
Teaching 
Difficulties 

Grammar: 

1 New sentence structure: … … 

2. Review old sentence structures: … …, … … 

3. New measure word: .  

4. Review old measure words: , . 

Vocabulary  

 

Pronunciation: Promptly give feedback during the class.  

Activities 1. Warm up. Let students recall what they and their parents did to 
prepare for the trip to China and where they stayed in China. 
Brainstorm their input on white board and conclude linear steps of 
preparing for their trip to China – get the passport ready, apply for 
the visa, book the airline tickets and book the hotel if not staying 
with their relatives. (Community, Discussion, 2 minutes) 

2. Select the must-have travel documents from the board which 

should include . Circulate my passport and airline 

tickets in class. Emphasize Let whoever 

has  tell its contents. Repeat the same procedure for  and 

. (Community, Connection, 5 minutes.) 

3. Talk about the functions of . Ask if any student 

has been to other countries than China and if they needed visa. 
Students will understand that applying visa to some countries might 
not be a necessary step when visiting those countries. (Community, 
Connection, 3 minutes.) 

**The three activities above will help students build some international 
travel concepts and social knowledge. 

4. Study new measure word . Put  

on white board. Hand out Form 1. Let students fill out question 1, 2, 

and 5 first (1. 2. Houston

5. ) 

(Community, Individual work, 5 Minutes). Walk around to give help. 
(Formative) 

5. Collect students’ answers for question 2 and 5 on white board. 
Select the most popular restaurant and airline from the list. Award 
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them “ ”. (Communication, Interpretive, Interpersonal, 

Discussion, 5 minutes.)  

**Through the Q&A and the award process, students will get exposed to 

 and how to use it in questions and answers repeatedly. 

6. Back to Form 1. Go through the key/new words, phrases and 
sentence structures in the rest of the form. Let students make their 
own flash cards. (Individual work, 2 minutes.) 

Include one “award-holding” student with several “non-award-
holding” students in each group. For each group, have the “award-
holding” student to ask question 3, 6, 8, and 9 to “non-award-

holding” students one by one. (3. ” ” 

 6. , ” ” 8. 

” ” 9. 

) The other party gives his/her 

opinion. 

Then, have the “non-award-holding” students, one by one, ask the 

“award-holding” student question 4, 7, 8 and 9 (4.  

” ” 7. ,  “

” 8.  ”  ” 

9.  ). The other party 

gives his/her opinion.  

Walk around and give help to individuals.  (Interpretive, 
Interpersonal, Communication, Formative, 5-7 minutes.)  

**This activity allow students review old sentence structure ,  

and learn how to use them in long sentences. It also gives students 

examples on how to use  and some new words. 

7. Handout Form 2. Go over the key/new words, phrases, and 
sentence structures. Let students make their own flash cards and 
answer all the questions in the form. Students should answer the 
questions based on their own experiences and preferences 
(Interpretive, Individual work, 5 -7 minutes.). Walk around to give 
help (Formative).  

8. Pair up the students by mixing their language abilities. Let them 
interview each other based on Form 2. (Interpersonal, 
Communication, Pair Work, 5 - 7 minutes). Walk around to give help 
(Formative). 

**This pair work provides students with an opportunity to practice the 
key/new language points in a meaningful and communicative 
context. It also allows students to learn from peers. 

9. Each student will give a brief based on the information in Form 2 
regarding how they bought the plane tickets, which airline they took, 
if they like the experiences on board and if they will recommend 
their friends to take the same airline if they were traveling to China. 
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The brief should be a statement instead of Q&As. Use Rubrics to 
evaluate their presentation. (Presentational, Summative) 

10.  Wrap up the class by asking students to finish any unfinished 
part in Form 1 and 2 at home. Encourage students to obtain extra 
information from their parents for Form 1 and 2. (1 minute.)  

Assessments Summative: Rubrics are used to evaluate how well the students grasp 
the key/new language points and what extra help they need to improve 
their learning.  

Formative: The constant feedback to students during activities will help 
students with their pronunciations, correcting wrong usage of grammar, 
and better acquisition of vocabularies.  

Self-evaluation What activities went well: 

Things students didn’t quite grasp: 

What to do about it: 

 

My Trip To China - Day 2, 50 Minutes 

Teaching 
Materials 

1. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aAwKeLKM-D8 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XaNDCYfa57g  

2. My old airline e-tickets and paper version. 

3. Dialogue Template 1. 

4. Blank flash cards. 

5. Rubrics.  

Objectivities Students will be able to: 

1. Give their flight inquiries to travel agent when book airline tickets. 

2. Use students’ own experiences and authentic materials in a mock 
conversation for booking airline tickets. 

Interpretive tasks: Two video clips and review questions about them will 
examine students’ understanding of the clips and their listening 
comprehension. Guess What game will help students learn how to use …

… by interpreting other students’ messages. 

Interpersonal tasks: Pair work and Q&A based Guess What game will 
give students chance to practice key/new learning points and learn from 
peers. 

Presentational tasks: Final pair presentation will examine how well 
students utilize key learning points and their own experiences and 
authentic materials in an interpersonal environment for booking airline 
tickets. 

Learning  
Focus & Teaching 

Grammar: 
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Difficulties 1. New: … 

2. Old: …  + verb 

3. Review measure Word:  

Vocabulary: 

 

Pronunciation: Promptly give feedback during the class. 

Activities 1. Warm-up. Show and compare my used e-tickets and used paper 
version to students. Let them know that people’s life style is 
constantly changing. Identify the key information on the tickets and 

what input is for . Explain 

. Let students make their own flash cards. 

(Community, Connection) 

2. Before play the first video clip, ask students to pay attention to the key 
language points just learned. After the clip, ask students about the 

clip- (Interpretive, comprehension, 

listening) 

3. Before play the second video clip. Ask students to pay attention to 
how the clip explains the key language points. After the clip, review 

the old sentence structure …  + verb which learned in . 

Ask students (Interpersonal, listening 

comprehension) 

4. New grammar . Ask students how the clip explained about it. 

(Interpretive, Communication)  

Play Guess What game. I will think about a thing in my head. Don’t tell 
the class. Have every one ask me a question in turn to narrow down 

the lead and find out what it is. Each student will use  in his/her 

question. For example, if I am thinking of the book Hunger Game. The 

first student might start with I 

answer: . Then, the second student will follow the lead and 

may ask:  non-living things I doubt they know 

how to say I answer: non-living things, . And then, 

the third student may ask:  …? Depend on 

what the third word this student gives, I answer the question. And so 
on so forth. If all students have asked their questions, and they 
couldn’t figure out what it is, I will tell the answer. Students are 
encouraged to create their own lead to question me. (Communication, 
Connection, Interpretive, Interpersonal) 

5. Handout Dialogue Template 1. Go over the key/new words, phrases, 
and sentence structures. Let students make their own flash cards. 
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(Individual work) 

6. Pair up the students to practice Dialogue Template 1. Encourage 
students to use their own authentic information. Rotate the roles. 
(Interpersonal, Communication) Walk around and give prompt 
feedback. (Formative) 

Keeping the groups. Have each group give presentation in class. Use 
Rubrics. (Presentational, Summative) 

Dialogue Template 1: 

 

 

____   

 

____ ____  

  

_____ , _____ . 

 

______  

 

___  

 

 

 

_________.  

____

 

______  

 

 

Assessments Summative: Rubrics are used to evaluate how well the students grasp 
the new language points and what extra help they need to improve their 
learning.  

Formative: The constant help and feedback to students during activities 
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will help students with their pronunciations, correcting wrong usage of 
grammar, and better understanding of vocabularies.   

Self-evaluation What activities went well: 

Things students didn’t quite grasp: 

What to do about it: 

 

My Trip To China - Day 3, 50 minutes 

Teaching 
Materials 

 

1. http://www.youtube.com/user/onthegotours?v=Z_p4j8XlJKM&feat
ure=pyv  

2. Pictures of , the 

White House, United States Capitol, National World War II 
Memorial, and Lincoln Memorial. 

3. Form 3.  

4. Blank flash cards. 

5. The Map of China. 

6. Rubrics.  

Objectives 

 

Students will be able to: 

1. Introduce one city they visited in China.  

2. Express their impression about the city. 

Through answering Form 3, students will summarize their knowledge 
about the city they visited. They will use the information to introduce this 
city to their friends and express their impression about the city.  

Interpretive tasks: Pair works, the Q&A in activity 2, and answering the 
questionnaire Form 3 will exam how well students understand the 
materials and what to respond. 

 

Interpersonal tasks: Pair works and the Q&A in activity 2 will give 
students chance to practice key language points and learn how to use 
them to communicate with peers. 

Presentational tasks: A brief they are to give at the end of the class will 
allow students to summarize the questionnaire information and 
articulate their essential interest about a city they visited in China. 

Learning Focus & 
Teaching 
Difficulties 

Grammar: 

1 New:  

2. Old: … … 

Vocabulary  
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Pronunciation: Promptly give feedback during the class.  

Activities 1. Warm-up. Play the video clip and ask if they recognize some 
places in the clip. Compare Beijing and D.C. Show students the 

prepared pictures. Compare  vs. the White House,  

vs. United States Capitol,  vs. National World War II 

Memorial,  vs. Lincoln Memorial. (Community, 

Connection, Comparison, Culture) 

2. Ask students where they went in China and help them identify the 
provinces in which the cities are located on the Map of China. Let 
students decide one city they want to introduce to the class. 
(Connection, Communication) 

3. Handout Form 3. Go through the key/new words, phrases, and 
sentence structures. Let students make their own flash cards. 
(Individual work) 

4. New grammar … …. Let students answer questions 1, 4, 5, 6, 

and 7 in Form 3. Have them write down/draw any two or three 
popular landmarks or tourist spots in China. Pair up the students, 

and have them ask each other 

And answer __  

___  ____  ___ Switch partner once. 

(Communication, Connection, Interpersonal) Go around and give 
help. (Formative) 

5. Back to Form 3. Let students finish up the form. For Bonus, 
students can finish it with help from their parents. Tell students they 
will have a chance to talk about the bonus information. Go around 
and give help. (Individual work, Formative) 

6. Everyone takes turn to give a brief about the city they visited in 
China. The presentation should be a statement instead of Q&A and 
should be based on the answers in Form 3. Use Rubrics. 
(Presentational, Summative) 

7. Wrap up. Ask students to bring any pictures, souvenirs, 
brochures, and photos about the city they chose next time.   

Assessments Summative: Form 3 and Rubrics will evaluate how well the students 
grasp the key/new language points and what extra help they need to 
improve their learning.  

Formative: The constant help and feedback to students during the 
class will help students with their pronunciations, correcting wrong use 
of grammar and better understanding of vocabulary.  

Self-evaluation What activities went well: 

Things students didn’t quite grasp: 

What to do about it: 
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My Trip To China - Day 4, 50 minutes 

Teaching 
Materials 

1. Students will bring pictures, souvenirs, brochures, and photos 
about the city they chose on day 3. 

2. Dialogue Template 1. 

3. Blank flash cards. 

4. Rubrics. 

5. Pick two cities from students’ choices from day 3 and prepare 
one historical story about each city. 

Objectives Students will be able to: 

1. Use their own experiences and authentic materials to introduce 
their favorite city in China to their friends.  

2. Tell some historical stories about the cities they visited.  

The first part of this lesson is review. The quiz will examine how well 
the students grasp the key language points, listening comprehension. 
The second part is to utilize the knowledge students have about the city 
in a mock conversation to introduce the city to their friends.  

Learning Focus & 
Teaching 
Difficulties 

Grammar: Review old sentence structure 20(amount) (measure word)

(unit) 

Vocabulary  , ,   

Pronunciation: Promptly give feedback during the class.  

Activities 1. Warm-up. Review what we have talked about in past three days. 
Go over the new words and phrases and let students compare 
with the flash cards they made. Review all the new/old measure 
words and sentence structures and let students give examples.  

2. Quiz. I will pick the questions from Form 1, 2, and 3 containing 
key/new language points and ask in class. Students will write their 
answers respectively. (Interpretive, Summative) 

3. Ask students if they prepared bonus question. If they did, each 
one will tell the historical story about the city in turn. If none of 
them did, I will tell the stories I prepared. (Culture) 

4. Handout Dialogue Template 1 and go over the key/new words, 

phrases, and old sentence structures. Point out 20(amount)

(measure word) (unit) which learned in . Let students 

make their own flash card. Walk around to give help. (Individual 
work) 

5. Pair up students and have them practice Dialogue Template 1. 
Ask students use their own experiences and authentic materials in 
the conversation. Change partner once. Walk around to give help. 
(Pair work, Interpersonal, Formative) 

6. Have students pair up to give presentation in class using the 
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pictures, souvenirs, brochures, and photos they brought to class. 
Encourage students to use bonus materials (historical stories) in 
the conversation. Use Rubrics. (Presentational, Summative) 

Dialogue Template 1: One of the student’s friends is visiting him/her. 
They chat about a potential trip to China.  

A:  ( )  

B:  

A:  

B: _______ If the student has been to more than one 

city, continue  _______  

A: ______  

B: ______ _____ ______, _____ _____

Bonus: Use Bonus materials in Form 3. 

If not, skip to next. B: A: _____ ) 

A:  

B:  

A:  

B: 20  

A:  

B:

(Students will fill in other good points of interest if it’s not 

listed here.) 

A:   

B: _____  

 A:  

Assessments Summative: Quiz and Rubrics. 

Formative: The constant observation to students during activities.  

Self-evaluation What activities went well: 

Things students didn’t quite grasp: 

What to do about it: 
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Form 1 – To use on day 1 
 

1.   

2. Houston   

3. ” ”   

4. ” ”   

5.   

6. , ” ” 

 

 

7. , ” ” 

 

 

8. ” ” 

 

 

9.    

 
 
 

Form 2 – To use on day 1 
 

1. ( / )   

2. ? ( / )   

3.   

4. ( / )   

5. ( / )  

6. ( / )   

7. ( / )  

8. ( / )  

 
Form 3 – To use on day 3 

 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

6.   

7.   

8.   

Bonus:   
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Rubrics 

 
 Excellent  4 

 
Good  3 

 
Average  2 

 
Need 

Improvement  1 
Pronunciation and 

Tones 
0-1 errors 2-3 errors 3-4 errors 4 & up 

Sentence Structures 0-1 errors 2-3 errors 3-4 errors 4 & up 

Vocabulary 0-1 errors 2-3 errors 3-4 errors 4 & up 
Task Completion Content is rich; 

ideas developed 
with elaboration 
and detail. 

Content is 
appropriate; 
ideas adequately 
developed with 
some elaboration 
and detail. 

Partial completion 
of the task;  
content is 
somewhat 
adequate; basic 
ideas expressed 
but very little 
elaboration or 
detail. 

Minimal 
completion of the 
task; content is 
frequently 
undeveloped and 
somewhat 
repetitive. 

Comprehensibility Content readily 
comprehensible, 
requiring no 
interpretation; 
pronunciation 
enhances 
communication 

Content 
comprehensible, 
requiring 
minimal 
interpretation; 
pronunciation 
does not 
interfere with 
communication. 

Content mostly 
comprehensible, 
requiring 
interpretation; 
pronunciation 
may occasionally 
interfere with 
communication. 

Content barely 
comprehensible, 
requiring frequent 
interpretation; 
pronunciation 
may frequently 
interfere with 
communication 

Level of Discourse Complete 
sentences and 
cohesive devices; 
emerging 
paragraph-length 
discourse. 

Complete 
sentences and 
cohesive devices.  

Emerging variety 
of complete 
sentences; some 
cohesive devices. 

Use of complete 
sentences and 
some repetitive; 
few cohesive 
devices. 

Fluency Speech sustained 
throughout with 
few pauses or 
stumbling. 

Speech sustained 
most of the time; 
some hesitation 
but manages to 
continue and 
complete 
thoughts. 

Speech choppy 
and slow with 
frequent pauses; 
few or no 
incomplete 
thoughts; some 
sustained speech. 

Speech halting 
and uneven with 
long pauses or 
incomplete 
thoughts; little 
sustained speech. 

 
Total Score:_____ 
Bonus Score (if applicable):_____ 
 

 


